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RDBMS architecture vs. new class of database



How much would an iPod Nano have cost in the 1970s?



Structured vs. unstructured data in the 1970s

� Search & the inverted index � BI and the relational table



Storage is linked to access



Inside of ERP: 15,000 tables



One size fits all: an idea whose time has come and gone

“The last 25 years of commercial 

DBMS can be summed up by a 

single phrase: “One size fits all.” … 

In this paper, we argue that this 

concept is no longer applicable…”
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How are these different?

� When did the patent on Claritin 
expire?

� Who authored articles in Nature
last month?

� What is the average depth of our 
deep sea wells?

� How can we increase licenses on 
our IP portfolio?

� Who should I recruit for my lab?

� Where should we drill our next 
deep sea well?
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New kinds of databases emerging

� Flexible schemas for a world in flux  

� Cross application silos (HR, CRM, file servers)

� Interactive dialog supports investigations

� Arbitrary filters and searches

� Summarize results with charts, faceted navigation, etc.



IBM Human Capital Management

� Saved $500mm in one year (as reported to WSJ) 

� Active seat count ~4000 untrained users



Spreadsheets

Résumés

Databases



This Professional Services Management Portal is a unifying support 
system for optimizing decisions across all relevant criteria.   Endeca’s 
unique index can grab data from a variety of systems – in this demo 
a resume CMS, competencies database, project management 
application, and ERP system – and synthesize a single view from 
which a broad set of users can easily see tradeoffs and successfully 
navigate availability.  Here we show all consultants and the menus 
reflect a summarization of their characteristics.  



With Guided Navigation, users do not need to know how to ask a 
question or guess at what is available – they are presented with all 
the criteria, and their possible values, in dynamic menus.  Here, the 
user selects consultants:

(1) Available Now
(2) Bill Rate Less than $200.00
(3) Industry Experience in Direct Life Insurance
(4) Software App Experience with SAP

Notice how the dynamic nature of Guided Navigation automatically
points out the only locations where such a consultant is available 
are India, Spain, and Denmark.  Because all menu options are 
continuously driven off the data – including accounting for previous 
criteria selections – users are quickly exposed to tradeoffs without 
having to guess.
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Perhaps our project is in the USA and we would prefer someone 
more local.  Perhaps we have some flexibility on the timing, or 
just need an expert to help with a sales pitch.  (1) We can quickly 
incorporate that tradeoff by adding “Within 2 weeks” (this 
intuitively establishes an “or” condition).  (2) Notice how the 
“More...” shows up in our menu under Country?  (3) One click 
and we are presented with the full list, now including the USA. 
But suppose our project is in Quebec, and we were hoping to find
someone who speaks french...
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(1) Though we misspell “Frunch”, data-driven spell correction 
automatically finds the correct spelling in the body-text of 
resumes (2).  (3) Notice here the integration between search and
our dynamic menus tells us that people who mention “French” in 
their resume, alongside all our other criteria, are only available in 
India or Spain for this time period.  While it may seem like we just 
executed a search and combined the results with prior SQL calls,
it turns out that Endeca’s infrastructure is entirely different,
delivering a patented, unique and useful capability.  When 
presented with this tradeoff, we may relax our criterion around 
industry experience...
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...by removing that criterion with the “x” symbol (1) and instead 
recognize that proximity to Detroit, Michigan (2) would ensure 
quick engagement into the project for the type of expertise we 
need.
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Notice how our list of results is now filtered by geospatial 
coordinates (1) and sorted by geo-proximity (2) to indicate base 
options.  Of course, we could choose to apply any other sort (3)
or select new criteria from the always-current Guided Navigation 
options.
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Though neither of these consultants are in the Insurance practice 
now (1), it looks like there was some background in financial 
services on some historical projects (2) (garnered from the projects 
database).  Again, notice how Guided Navigation surfaces insights 
that might be overlooked if a user were asked to guess at what is 
available.  Perhaps the reason is they switched practices...
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But this is just one example.  The key to enabling this form of 
decision support is to builds and dynamically present every 
path implied by the data – literally billions of combinations –
with the interactive response time required to encourage 
exploration of tradeoffs.  This is just one way that it is very 
different from search or database technologies, the former of 
which does not present this context and the latter of which 
requires a careful anticipation of any presented navigation 
that precludes this free-form interaction.  

For instance, here we start out with a focus on margin and 
availability, (1) and Guided Navigation helps us discover that 
there are qualified people (2) available in China and India (3),
which the user might not otherwise be aware of...
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Given the foreign location, international experience in the United 
States might become more important...we are looking for 
someone with High Tech manufacturing experience, but not 
from Cisco which is deemed a competitor...



Expanding our list of accounts gives a complete picture of what 
is available with our prior criteria.  It turns out there are several 
acceptable options...



…bringing us down to 10 options that satisfy our interests.  Notice how 
as we interact with the system, we uncover more criteria (for instance, 
had we not discovered China, we would not have cared as much about 
U.S. experience)?  This highlights a substantial advantage of 
interactive Guided Navigation over parametric search systems that 
require the user to input all criteria at once, and then submit a search.  

Also, notice how with Guided Navigation, the user is never presented 
with options that lead to no results found.  With parametric search, the 
user is forced to guess, and those guesses often overlook ideas like 
China, or yield no results found where there are acceptable tradeoffs.  
Guided Navigation, on the other hand, helps users optimize their
decisions across a constantly changing environment by exposing the 
options in the data according to criteria meaningful to the user.



The system supports a wide range of methods to input criteria, 
including custom numeric ranges...



...custom date ranges, visual map geospatial filters (e.g., draw a 
circle on a map), and many others.
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Thinking back to the previous screens, remember next to the menus there were 
parenthetical numbers?  These reflected a summarization of the data in each 
filtered state.  These parenthetical numbers – in addition to derived calculations 
like averages, sums, etc. – can be shown as charts.  These visual representations 
are very different from BI dashboards.  They operate from the same core engine 
technology and are every bit as easy to explore and dynamic as the rest of this 
system.  Suppose we notice China’s utilization rate is low...



With a single click on the bar in the graph, Endeca filters down the records to 
China only. (1)  We click on Practice Vertical and now see the breakdown for 
utilization by area. (2)  All of the charts adjust in under a second.
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This cross-tab view delivers some visual cues as to where utilization is 
suffering, as well as the option to adjust the analysis on the column or row to 
explore.  This “within-set” navigation is more typical of BI systems.  However, 
unlike these systems, no one needed to configure Endeca to anticipate a 
discreet set of questions in the index.  As before, every possible question is 
available, with sub-second interaction time.



Remembering that Retail utilization was low, we click on that bar in the 
practice chart.  As before, this filters the records down, setting a new area of 
analysis for all the charts and the cross-tab area below.
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Here we click on the RECORDS tab to get a more granular sense of what is 
going on.  Even without sorting, it is pretty clear that there are a lot of low 
performance ratings contained in this list.  However, a quick glance indicates 
some anomalies like Naketa, who is rated “1” but is unutilized.  A sort will 
immediately deliver all of these anomalies, should we want to take action to 
ensure that high-performers get staffed, lest we lose them.  But in this case, 
we decide to look at the aggregates again to see if there is a trend.



We find that there is a much higher proportion of poorly-rated consultants in 
the unutilized distribution than the utilized distribution.  Could it be that 
partners are avoiding trouble-spots?  Perhaps we have a human capital 
development issue that is depressing utilization in Retail within the China 
delivery center...



Removing the Retail Industry Filter immediately sets these charts back to all of 
China.  It appears the performance rating gap between utilized and unutilized 
narrows, implying that this preference is mostly at work within Retail.



As before, all Guided Navigation filters are available, and they continue to show the 
“shape” of the data by providing only meaningful options.  Here, for instance, 
popping up a Bill Rate filter removes options over 200, which do not exist in China.

The key to this summarization is that it is not static, as reporting systems are, and 
does not require building data models or cubes that anticipate what queries need to 
be supported, as with ROLAP or MOLAP.  While there are tradeoffs as with any 
system, the core algorithms behind Endeca lift substantial IT restrictions and 
thereby enable very broad audiences of business users to easily interact with and 
explore data and content.  This empowers line managers to quickly pursue their 
own insights and optimize their decisions without being constrained by a least-
common-denominator infrastructure.



Or summarizations like this…..



Search and BI convergence 

� Architecture matters

� New opportunities to support all users in investigations and 
discovery




